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Manufacturing     
Manufacturing
The advantages of automation, AI, and machine learning have caused a shift toward smart factories and data-driven manufacturers. We help you to become competitive, innovative, and resilient.

 Learn more  
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Financial Services     
Financial Services
How to navigate intense competition, stay in compliance with ever-changing regulations and leverage commercial opportunities. We help you create an IT landscape that enables efficient operations and connects processes and data.

 Learn more  
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Banks 
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Wealth Management 
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Professional Services     
Professional Services
People-centered, client-focused and project-driven: that’s professional services in a nutshell. We design and implement technology solutions that enable better decision-making and effective working.

 Learn more  
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Architecture and Engineering 
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Software and Technology 
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Retail     
Retail
We modernize the retail workplace, bringing previously unseen insights to the business, implementing intelligent order management and get you closer to your customer.

 Learn more  
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Public Sector     
Public Sector
HSO helps public and government organizations to meet and leverage increasing expectations for digital service, responsiveness and transparency.

 Learn more  
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Central and State Government 
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Police-Law Enforcement 
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Non-Profit     
Non-Profit
We support Non-Profits by modernizing applications, automating processes, and providing insight. Through technology, we nourish successful relationship management and enable greater impact.

 Learn more  
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Associations - Memberships 
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Charity 
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NGO 
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What we do     
What we do
HSO is one of the world’s top business solution and implementation partners, large enough to serve, small enough to care. Through our services, we help companies transform the way they work and improve business performance.

 Learn more  
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Plan & design 
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Build & implement 
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Run & optimize 
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Global deployments 
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Business Applications     
Business Applications
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Applications for ERP and CRM are leading in the industry. But their real strength is in the integration. Combined, they deliver even more value.

 Learn more  
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Commerce 
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Human Resources 
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Marketing 
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Supply Chain 
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Cloud Services     
Cloud Services
HSO has a proven track record in supporting our customers in their cloud journey. With your business in mind, we offer a comprehensive suite of services to help you gain value from the cloud.

 Learn more  
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Cloud Strategy & Architecture 
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Data & Analytics 
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Artificial Intelligence 
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Low Code Development 
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Modern Workplace 
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Cloud Infrastructure & Security 
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Managed Cloud Services 
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Industry Offerings     
Industry Offerings
HSO builds products to fill gaps in Microsoft Dynamics 365 and offers new business applications, improved processes, and industry-driven best practices to assist our clients in becoming digital leaders in their industry.

 Learn more  
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Cross-industry 
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Search 
Search 
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HSO is your Business Transformation Partner with deep industry expertise and global reach
We leverage the full power of the Microsoft Cloud to transform the way you work and improve your business performance.


Get AI Ready with Microsoft and HSO

We help you understand how AI will affect your business and how to drive more value

  Read More   

HSO Recognized as a "Strong Performer" in The Forrester Wave™ : Microsoft Business Applications Services, Q1 2024



  Read more   

HSO Wins 2023 Microsoft Dynamics 365 Finance Global Partner of the Year Award

And has been named a finalist for Dynamics 365 Sales and Marketing.

  Read more   

Accelerate your Customer Service with Copilot and AI

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Copilot is the world’s first turnkey generative AI agent, boosting the productivity of teams across sales, marketing, and customer service.

  Read more   
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industry insights & knowledge

How can we help you today?
  Search   
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Guiding our customers to the Cloud

Your partner for Azure Cloud Services
As an Azure Expert MSP, we support our customers with a deep understanding of Azure's capabilities, best practices, and proven expertise in delivering Azure-based cloud solutions. Whether it's lift & shift of your SAP environment to the Azure Cloud, a carve-out, integrating and modernizing your data warehouse, or managing your cloud environments 24/7 - HSO has the know-how and experience.


 Read more 


     



































How we help our customers

Customer stories

 All customer cases 


     



































New and relevant insights

Featured knowledge tailored for you




     




























What sets HSO apart
HSO is a Business Transformation Partner with deep industry expertise and global reach. HSO leverages the full power of the Microsoft Cloud to transform how people work and engage customers, ultimately accelerating the impact of cloud transformation and improving overall business performance. Large enough to serve, small enough to care.

  Learn more about HSO   
 
Consistent Global Delivery Capabilities
HSO offers global delivery capabilities alongside 24/7 managed services to expedite business transformations for multinational corporations. Our unified global delivery methodology and template approach ensure consistent implementations worldwide, enabling cost-effective solutions with predictable outcomes.



 
100% Microsoft Focus
HSO is a full service Microsoft Partner, having achieved all six Microsoft Cloud Partner Program Solution Designations, with each designation being anchored on the Microsoft Cloud: Business Applications, Data & AI (Azure), Digital App & Innovation (Azure), Infrastructure (Azure), Modern Work, and Security.



 
HSO Academy
HSO Academy is an integral part of the HSO culture for the further development, continuous improvement and certification of HSO employees. We invest in our people with ongoing training programs, delivering the most impact on your business.



 
HSO Offerings
HSO develops solutions for our customers that leverage the latest cloud and AI technologies from Microsoft. Our industry-focused products address the vertical and horizontal needs of the markets we operate in, accelerating our customers' digital transformation and enabling them to become digital leaders in their industry.
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 So what's next?
We're ready! Let's talk.
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This website uses cookies
We, and third parties, use cookies on our website. We use cookies to keep statistics, to save your preferences, but also for marketing purposes (for example, tailoring advertisements). By clicking on 'Settings' you can read more about our cookies and adjust your preferences. By clicking 'Accept all', you agree to the use of all cookies as described in our privacy and cookie policy.
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Purpose
This cookie is used to store your preferences regarding cookies. The history is stored in your local storage.
Cookies
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Technologies Used
Cookies
Expiration date
1 year
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Purpose
This service provided by Google is used to load specific tags (or trackers) based on your preferences and location.
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With your consent, this website will load the Google Advertising tag which enables HSO to report user activity from HSO.com to Google. This enables HSO to track conversions and create remarketing lists based on user activity on HSO.com.
Possible cookies
Please refer to the below page for an updated view of all possible cookies that the Google Ads tag may set.
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With your consent, we use IPGeoLocation to retrieve a country code based on your IP address. We use this service to be able to trigger the right web technologies for the right people.
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With your consent, we use Leadfeeder to identify companies by their IP-addresses. Leadfeeder automatically filters out all users visiting from residential IP addresses and ISPs. All visit data is aggregated on the company level.
Cookies
	_lfa
Used to set a unique identifier to separate different visitors. The cookie expires after 2 years.
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Purpose
With your consent, this website will load the LinkedIn Insights tag which enables us to see analytical data on website performance, allows us to build audiences, and use retargeting as an advertising technique. Learn more about LinkedIn cookies here.
Cookies
	li_mc
Used as a temporary cache to avoid database lookups for a member's consent for use of non-essential cookies and used for having consent information on the client side to enforce consent on the client side. The cookie expires after 6 months.


	lang
Used to remember a user's language setting to ensure LinkedIn.com displays in the language selected by the user in their settings. The cookie expires after the session.
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With your consent, this website will load the Microsoft Advertising Universal Event Tracking tag which enables HSO to report user activity from HSO.com to Microsoft Advertising. HSO can then create conversion goals to specify which subset of user actions on the website qualify to be counted as conversions. Similarly, HSO can create remarketing lists based on user activity on HSO.com and Microsoft Advertising matches the list definitions with UET logged user activity to put users into those lists.
Cookies
	MUID
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	msd365mkttr
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